BREATHING SPACE
there was here no sign of the water which was roaring
so loud.
The first thing we saw was a fireplace, with a hood
to receive the smoke, and, beneath this, the wreck
of a cage which rust had so much corrupted that there
was little left. To the right, a structure of stone was
standing clear of the wall: this was some two feet
high and had very much the shape of an altar tomb.
On the left was an open doorway, some five feet high,
and through this was coming the uproar of which the
chamber was full.
As we came to the hearth, I saw that two iron tools
were lying on one of its hobs. Both were consumed
with rust, but one had the shape of a poker and the
other roughly that of a two-pronged fork. Supposing
them to be fire-irons, I was turning the light elsewhere,
when Palin stopped me and picked up the second tool
It was this ancient instrument which told him the
shocking uses to which the place had been put: and
when he had shouted the truth, my blood ran cold.
We stood in a torture-chamber, and the thing which
he had in his hand was a blinding iron.
Once he had pointed them out, the proofs were clear.
There was the grate in which the irons had been
heated, and there the ' operating table/ with at each
of its corners a staple to which, no doubt, the pitiless
bonds were made fast:  mouldering hooks and rings
were upon the walls—some of them higher than any
man could have reached, while the clamour, I suppose,
was convenient to smother the victim's cries.
I was glad to turn to the doorway set in the wall
Six steps brought us down to a very much larger
dungeon, on the farther side of -which was falling the
rude cascade—a considerable head of water, white
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